Power Fence



Weighing & EID Systems

Gallagher Farming
Before we got into the animal management business, we were
farmers. It was a typical farmers approach to solving farm problems
that helped us lead the world into the electric fencing age.
Back in the Depression years of the 1930s, we didnt just invent electric fencing
systems. Bill Gallagher (Senior) built home made tractors  the first was an old car
fitted with iron-shod cleated wheels. It pulled a roller to flatten scrub that was then
burnt.
From the 1930s we developed, on our own family
farm, animal control systems to make farm work
easier. Today were known in over one hundred
countries. Were still farmers and the new products
we launch or improve upon each year are developed
and tested in our own New Zealand farm
environments.
The products in this brochure make life easier for you whether you farm professionally
or own a lifestyle or hobby farm. All products will deliver the superior performance,
reliability and value for money that generations of farmers have always associated
with Gallagher.
In this brochure youll find the Gallagher products most suitable for your own
application. Whether youre looking for the advanced technology Smart range of
products, or the reliable performance of the Plus range of Gallagher products, youll
find it all in this brochure. Dont forget to visit our website, www.gallagher.co.nz
where youll find more product information, handy advice as well as the helpful
Design Your Own Fence calculator.

The old and the new. Some of the earliest
Gallagher energizers are still clicking away
on farms after 65 years! Given todays
advanced technology the Gallagher system
you buy today could still be operating well
into the future.

www.gallagher.ca
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Gallagher Smart Range
Experience tomorrows technology today with the Gallagher Smart range of electric
fence, weighing and EID products. Recognised by the Gallagher technology icon,
the high performance Smart products incorporate the latest technical advances from
Gallagher, giving you additional benefits that wouldnt have been possible yesterday.
Combining innovation with leading edge technology, Smart is a commitment to
improved animal management and more profitable farming. Look for the Smart
logo and Gallagher technology icon.

Gallagher Plus Range
Delivering reliable performance day in and day out  the Gallagher Plus range of
quality high performance electric fence products are suited to most farm situations.
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Gallagher Equine Range
Gallagher make a special range of fencing components for horses. Look for the horse
symbol in this brochure, and obtain a copy of our Equine brochure from your store
for more information.

What is Electric Fencing?
An electric fence is a psychological barrier that keeps livestock in and predators out  even over long distances.
A pulsed electric current is sent along the fence wire, about one pulse per second, from an Energizer which is grounded. When the animal touches
the fence it completes the circuit between the fence and the ground and receives a short, sharp but safe shock.
An electric fence is a psychological barrier so doesnt need great physical strength. However, it must be well designed and constructed to absorb some
pressure from animals, snow and wind. The Energizer must have enough power for the length of the fence and for the animals being controlled.
Unless you want a temporary or removable fence, a permanent electric fence will be your best choice. Permanent electric fencing is economical, easy
to install and easy to maintain. Portable electric fencing is an effective temporary barrier for short-term animal control and rotational grazing.

Permanent Power Fencing
Power Fence Energizer
To choose the correct Energizer refer to the Energizer information charts on pages 6-9.
The Grounding system
The grounding system refers to the galvanized metal stakes that are placed in the ground near the Energizer. The metal stakes in the ground are
part of the circuit that is completed when the animal touches the wire. The completion of the circuit is what allows the animal to get a shock. It is
essential to have an effective grounding system.
Important factors to remember are:
1. Soil conditions
Soil that is very dry, sandy or pumice will not conduct the electric current as effectively as clay or slightly damp soil. In these less than ideal conditions,
it is more difficult to get an adequate ground system to ensure the animal receives the maximum shock. It is best to choose a damp area for ground
installation where possible.
2. The grounding rules
In general you will need one Kiwitah Ground Stake for every 2 joules of stored energy. Place Kiwitah Ground Stakes three metres apart and connected
by one continuous double insulated wire. It is also important to place the ground system as close as possible to the Energizer and at least 25 metres
from any power supply, ground stake, underground telephone or power cable, buried water line or stock tanks.
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Permanent Power Fencing continued..
The lead out
The lead out is the high conductive insulated cable or wire that connects the Energizer to the fence. It is important to have a lead out that is able to
deliver the full power of the Energizer to the fence. If the fence is several hundred metres from the building where the Energizer is installed, XL lead
out should be used to get the power to the outside of the building. From there to the fence can be Power Wire on offset brackets mounted on a nonelectrified fence. This has the additional advantage of protecting the fence from stock pressure. Where children could be exposed to this wire, XL Lead
out should be used. This can be buried where necessary.
The well insulated fence
It is important for your fence to be well insulated to ensure the voltage remains constant along your entire fence system. Insulators, which are attached
to the fence posts, provide protection from losing voltage as a result of the wire coming into contact with the wooden post and being lost to the
ground, i.e. shorting out. Gallagher insulators feature long leakage paths and protective shields to achieve optimum performance from todays high
powered Energizers. The plastic insulators are made from UV stabilized polymers for sun resistance, toughness and durability.
The fence itself
Build the fence with all wires electrified to control your animal type. As a guide, the smaller the animal the more wires required. The quality of the
fence will determine its effectiveness. Gallagher components will ensure your permanent fence will perform in all situations. Details of design and
requirements are in the Gallagher Power Fence Manual.
Offset brackets
To protect conventional non-electric fences from stock damage, attach offset brackets and an electrified wire to the side of the fence. This wire can
also be used for running lead out power to portable fence systems that can help conserve pasture by limiting pasture available to stock.

Portable Power Fences
Power Fence Energizer, battery and ground system

Portable fencing posts

Portable Power Fences are an effective temporary barrier for short-term
animal control and rotational grazing. They're easy to assemble and use
 and can be powered by Gallagher plug in, battery or solar systems.

Use Pigtail Posts, Steel Multiwire Treadins or Tumblewheels on portable
Power Fences for livestock control.

Reels

Connector leads
To supply power from a permanent fence to the portable fence use Single
or Multi-Reel Connectors.

Reels can be hung on the fence or attached to a stand.
Tapes, wires and braids
Use Gallagher TurboPlus, Turbo and Poly products on portable Power
Fences because they are light, visible and easy to wind up on a reel.
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Selecting an Energizer
Choosing the Correct Energizer
Heres how to choose the heart of your Power Fencing system. Be
aware that Power Fencing systems invariably grow over the years
to meet changing conditions or circumstances. So buy an Energizer
that will power the final system and, where possible, always use
a plug-in Energizer.
Plug-in Energizers are the best choice where you have reliable
power.
Plug-in/Battery Powered Energizers like Gallagher SmartPower
MBX Energizers combine the advantages of power with a battery
backup. They are a practical choice for providing guaranteed animal
control and a must in regions where electricity is unreliable.

.
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Permanent Battery or Solar Powered Energizers are
the logical choice for remote areas where there is no
electricity. A solar panel charges a battery by converting
light into electricity to operate a battery powered Energizer
 that operates day, night or during periods of low sunlight.
Different designs are needed for different locations  so
ask your Gallagher dealer for advice.
Portable Solar Powered S17 Energizer provides
maintenance-free solar power operation and is ideal for
strip grazing.

Gallagher Energizer
Performance
Gallagher Energizers deliver power and performance in all
climates and geographic conditions. The shape and length
of the electronic pulses ensure more effective power flow
along a fence line and thus the best animal control.
Gallagher Energizers feature replaceable modules for easy
servicing, and comply with international standards. All
Gallagher Energizers now contain Enhanced Lightning
Protection. A two year warranty and a 30-day satisfaction
guarantee cover all.
Fence distance depends on the quality of the wire
(conductivity), insulation, ground system, the size of the
Energizer, the type of animal to be controlled and the
amount of vegetation on the fence. (The type of animal
to be controlled will determine how low the fence wires
are to the ground and therefore how much vegetation is
likely to be touching the fence).
Resistance of the fence wires and vegetation touching a
fence can drain power availability by up to 80%.
Note:
Joules describes the amount of energy. The higher the
stored energy figure the more powerful the Energizer.
Stored energy is a consistent measure of Energizer
performance as it is independent of fence quality. (Indicators
like voltage, current and output energy, change according
to the fence condition).

Battery Powered Energizers:
 Portable Energizers are generally operated by a 12
volt deep cycle rechargeable battery.
 B10 and B11 strip grazers are designed for single
reel systems and can be operated by six D size batteries
or a 12 volt rechargeable battery.
Batteries need to be recharged. So choose a battery
that withstands regular charge and discharge cycles
without damage  such as a marine or deep cycle type.
We do not recommend using automotive batteries which
are designed to supply very high current for only a short
time.

www.gallagher.ca
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Selecting a Plug-In Energizer
Gallagher SmartPower and PowerPlus Energizers are an ideal choice where there is reliable electricity. Gallagher SmartPower MBX
Energizers combine the advantage of 110v power with a battery backup. These Energizers are a practical choice for providing
guaranteed animal control and are essential in regions where power is unreliable.

Plug-In Energizer Chart
Beef, Dairy, Horses

Sheep, Goats

Wolves, Predators

SmartPower MBX2500

0 - 350+ acres

0 -200+ acres

0 - 200+ acres

SmartPower MBX1500

0 - 300 acres

0 - 150 acres

n/a

n/a

PowerPlus MR5000

0 - 400+ acres

0 - 300+ acres

0 - 300+ acres

0 - 300+ acres

PowerPlus MR2500

0 - 350+ acres

0 - 200+ acres

0 - 200+ acres

0 - 200+ acres

PowerPlus M1800

0 - 300 acres

0 - 150 acres

0 - 150 acres

0 - 150 acres

PowerPlus M1000

0 - 200 acres

0 - 100 acres

0 - 100 acres

n/a

PowerPlus M600

0 - 100 acres

0 - 50 acres

n/a

n/a

PowerPlus M300

0 - 75 acres

0 - 20 acres

n/a

n/a

PowerPlus M150

0 - 20 acres

n/a

n/a

n/a

Plug-In

Energizer

Wild Boar, Bison, Deer
n/a

Selecting a Battery or Solar Energizer
All Gallagher Battery Energizers, with the exception of the B11 and B10, can be purchased as solar Energizers. Gallagher PowerPlus
S17 Energizer has a built-in solar panel; the rest use a separate solar panel. These solar panels come complete with adjustable mounting
brackets and easy connect wiring with full instructions.

Battery/Solar Energizer Chart

Battery or Solar

Energizer

.
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Beef, Dairy, Horses

Sheep, Goats

Wolves, Predators

Wild Boar, Bison, Deer

PowerPlus B1600

0 - 300 acres

0 -150 acres

0 -150 acres

0 -150 acres

PowerPlus B700

0 - 120 acres

0 - 60 acres

0 - 60 acres

n/a

PowerPlus B280

0 - 75 acres

0 - 20 acres

0 - 20 acres

n/a

PowerPlus B180

0 - 40 acres

0 - 5 acres

n/a

n/a

PowerPlus B80

0 - 20 acres

n/a

n/a

n/a

PowerBox B300

0 - 75 acres

0 - 20 acres

0 - 20 acres

n/a

PowerBox B200

0 - 40 acres

0 - 5 acres

n/a

n/a

PowerBox B100

0 - 20 acres

n/a

n/a

n/a

Solar S17

Portable

n/a

n/a

n/a

B11

Portable

n/a

n/a

n/a

B10

Portable

n/a

n/a

n/a

Energizer Selection Chart  by Fence Distance (km)
Energizer

Stored Energy
(Joules)

Maximum Distance of Fence (km)
Gallagher recommendations (multi-wire fence)
High
Average
Vegetation
Vegetation

No/low
Vegetation

Energizer Selection Chart  by Fence Distance (km)

SmartPower
MBX2500

25

12

20

80

MBX1500

15

8

15

60

MR5000

50

20

30

120

MR2500

25

12

20

80

M1800

18

10

16

65

M1000

10.1

7

13

55

M600

6

2

9

35

M300

3

1

6

25

M150

1.5

1

3

13

B1600

16

8

15

60

B700

7

5

10

40

B280

2.8

2

8

35

B180

1.8

1

6

25

B80

0.8

0.75

4

12

B300

2.6

2

6

30

B200

1.45

1

4

20

B100

0.8

0.75

2.5

12

PowerPlus Plug-in

PowerPlus Battery

PowerBox Battery

Energizer selection is determined either by acreage to be fenced or the length of the fence. Both are estimates because the distance
of fence can vary between two farms of the same area because of the number of paddocks, terrain or conditions. For dry country
conditions, Energizers have proven to work effectively over greater distances.
The distance you can successfully fence depends on:
1.
Amount of vegetation touching the hot wires.
2.
Quality of the fence materials, including grounding.
3.
Amount of power on the fence.
4.
Type of animal to be controlled.
As all Gallagher Energizers are safe for even very short fences, using a larger Energizer results in better stock control and a larger safety
factor if the fence or installation is imperfect.

www.gallagher.ca
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Today, leading farmers recognize that more efficient pasture management techniques are vital
for sustained profit growth. Gallagher SmartPower provides the answer  a Power Fence system
that not only improves animal control but is significantly more convenient and efficient to manage.
Combining innovation with leading edge technology, SmartPower is a commitment to improved
pasture management and more profitable farming.

10
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What does a SmartPower Energizer offer me?
Power when you need it  With models ranging from 15 to 25 joules of stored energy, SmartPower Energizers can deliver real
power when required. Patented Adaptive Control intelligence enables the Energizer to adjust its power performance as fence load
increases. Maximum output voltage is maintained right through to extreme fence loads.
Time saving convenience  Make instant fence changes by simply turning the Energizer OFF and ON anywhere the fence is powered
with the XR1 Remote Control.
Improved fence management  Electronic and LCD displays provide information on stored energy, output voltage, fence voltage
and ground voltage at a glance. This helps you monitor the fence system and achieve optimum performance.
The available MBX Alarm Kit allows you to remotely monitor fence performance with siren and light included, and connectors for
autodialers and other alarm systems.

A clean fence with no vegetation or
other objects interfering with the fence.

Vegetation grows up onto the bottom
wire increasing the load on the fence.

In this situation the Energizer is working
at 33% of its capacity. The user is able
to see the condition of the fence is OK
and there is no unnecessary stress being
placed on the unit by reading the
SmartPower output displays.

SmartPower senses this increase in load
and adapts the Energizer up to 66% of
its capacity ensuring that the fence
voltage remains high. The change from
5J to 10J would indicate to the user that
there has been a change in the condition
of the fence due to vegetation growth
or other external interference.
SmartPower ensures fence voltage is
maintained through these events.

www.gallagher.ca

A large branch has fallen on the fence.
This will force the Energizer to work to
100% of its capacity to ensure the fence
voltage is maintained to required levels.
(In most cases the fence voltage will be
high enough to maintain adequate stock
control). The increase from 5J to 15J
instantly shows the user that there is a
serious problem on the fence. This fault
on the fence is forcing the Energizer to
work harder than it needs to. Repairing
this fault would again return the
Energizer to its normal operation.

11
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Permanent Fence Solutions
For any size farm up to 350 Acres

Fence Monitoring
System:
Check the performance of
your fence system at a
glance. The displays show

ON/STANDBY LED, 110V or
Battery, Backup LED

the load on your fence,
condition of your ground
system and fence voltage,
providing peace of mind
that your fence is

Ground Terminal (Green)

maintaining effective stock

Reference Ground Terminal (Black)

control

Fence Terminal (Blue)
Output Terminal (Red)

Energizers

MBX

 SmartPower adaptive output control technology
automatically adjusts to suit your fence conditions while
minimizing power consumption

 MBX units can also be connected to an alarm kit to notify
you if there is a problem with the fence via either a siren,
a strobe or an auto dialler

 110V powered with battery backup or battery only
operation gives you uninterrupted fence operation during
power failure

 XR1 remote control allows you to switch the unit on/off
from anywhere along the fence line

 Easy-to-read digital displays show stored energy level,
output voltage, fence voltage and ground voltage
indicating the performance of your electric fence system

MBX2500

Energizer (#30240)
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

 Solar power option available.

DIMENSIONS
220mm

Km Fence: 12-80km
Farm Size: Up to 350 acres
Stored Energy: 25 Joules

MBX1500

Energizer (#30040)
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Km Fence: 8-60km
Farm Size: Up to 300 acres
Stored Energy: 15 Joules

.
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310mm

Permanent Fence Solutions

Integrated Ground Stake
For good ground connection
Brass Fence Probe
For ease of use and
good fence contact

On/Off
XR1 Remote enables you
to turn the Energizer
on/off from anywhere
along the fence line

XR1

Remote (#41300)
FEATURES:
 A durable pouch enables the remote control to be
strapped to a belt or safely stored in a vehicle glove box
 Powered by a replaceable 9V battery
 Red light flashes when power on fence
 Water resistant
 Dimensions: 177mm x 71mm x 34mm.

MBX Alarm Kit
(#56950)

FEATURES:
 Includes Alarm Controller, Siren and Strobe
 Can be connected to operate external alarms and auto
dialers
 2 year guarantee.

www.gallagher.ca
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Gallagher PowerPlus Energizers offer exceptional value and outstanding performance. Suitable for
most farm situations, Gallagher PowerPlus Energizers are available in 110V, battery powered or solar
powered options. Youll never go past a Gallagher PowerPlus Energizer. Delivering reliable performance
day in and day out.

.
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Permanent Fence Solutions
For any size farm up to 400 Acres

Mode Indicator
LED shows you which mode the
Energizer is operating in

Fence Condition
LED shows you how your
fence is performing

Energizer (#37650)

MR5000

MR2500

Energizer (#37451)

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

 Automatic turbo mode ensures fence voltage is maintained even
under heavy load

 Full and low power options provide more flexibility to meet specific
fence requirements

 Full and low power options provide more flexibility to meet specific
fence requirements

 XR1 remote capable allowing you to turn the unit on/off from
anywhere on the fence line (remote control not included)

 XR1 remote capable allowing you to turn the unit on/off from
anywhere on the fence line (remote control included)

 Fence OK LED shows fence condition.

 Fence OK LED shows fence condition.
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Km Fence: 20-120km

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Km Fence: 12-80km
Farm Size: Up to 350 acres
Stored Energy: 25 Joules

Farm Size: Up to 400 Acres
Stored Energy: 50 Joules

DIMENSIONS
220mm

Energizer (#31451)

M1800

FEATURES:
 Fence OK LED shows fence condition.
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

310mm

Km Fence: 10-65km
Size of property: Up to 300 Acres
Stored Energy: 18 Joules

www.gallagher.ca
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Permanent Fence Solutions
For any size farm up to 200 Acres

Output Voltage
LCD reads output voltage. LED warning
light warns of fence problems

Quickscan Voltage Bar Graph
Gives you an indication of how
your Energizer is performing

Energizer OK
Green indicator light shows when
Energizer is working satisfactorily

Terminals
Large split bolt terminals with wire
guide for simple and clean wire
installation

Energizer (#38251)

M1000

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Km Fence: 7-55km
Farm Size: Up to 200 acres
Stored Energy: 10 Joules

BAR GRAPH
Energizer (#38151)

M600

The Quickscan Output Voltage Bar Graph
shows the Energizer output voltage at a
glance. If the bar graph is flashing only red
then you know there is a problem. If it is
flashing green then you know its OK. Quick,
easy and reassuring.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Km Fence: 2-35km
Farm Size: Up to 100 acres
Stored Energy: 6 Joules

Each 110V powered Energizer has performance
indicator lights, built-in advanced lightning
protection to help protect the energizer from
extreme damage and RFI (Radio Frequency
Interference) suppressed circuitry to reduce
noise on radios and televisions.

DIMENSIONS (M600, M1000)
245mm

190mm

16
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Permanent Fence Solutions
For any size farm up to 75 Acres

Energizer (#38051)

M300

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Km Fence: 1-25km
Farm Size: Up to 75 acres
Stored Energy: 3 Joules

DIMENSIONS

Energizer (#32851)

M150

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Km Fence: 1-13km
Farm Size: Up to 20 acres

205mm

160mm

Stored Energy: 1.5 Joules

www.gallagher.ca
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Solar Power Installation
PowerPlus Solar Powered Battery Energizers provide effective animal control for remote locations
where there is no power supply. The five components required for a Gallagher solar system are a
solar/battery Energizer, solar panel, battery, ground and fence. To size the solar panel and battery that
is right for you, ask your Gallagher dealer.

1

2

3

5

4

1. Solar Panel
Solar panels generate power by converting light to electricity.
Depending on your power requirements Gallagher have a range of
solar panels to meet your needs.

3. Energizer
Gallagher has a range of battery Energizers that are suitable for solar
installations. This can be in a portable application e.g. PowerBox
B100, or a permanent application e.g. B700 Solar.

2. Battery
The key consideration in choosing a battery for a Solar Power Fence
System is the battery type and capacity (amp hours). There must be
sufficient capacity to reliably power the Energizer during winter or
reduced light conditions. The recommended battery type is a deep
cycle (also called leisure or marine) lead acid battery.

4. Ground
Follow the grounding recommendations for your Energizer when
installing a solar powered fence system.

18
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5. Fence
Use a well constructed fence appropriate for the location and animals
to be controlled.

Permanent Fence Solutions
For any size farm up to 300 Acres

B1600

Energizer (#39600)
Solar 3 Package (#39647) Solar 5 Package (#39649)
FEATURES:
 Switch to select high, medium or low power settings
 Full and reduced output terminals can be operated at the same time on
different fences
 Flexible pulse settings for longer battery life
 When battery voltage drops to approximately 11.5 volts, unit slows to half
speed to conserve power
 Red indicator light flashes with each pulse over 3kV and will indicate fence
condition; if the fence is overloaded the indicator will either flash
intermittently or not at all
 Green indicator light will remain on for the B1600 when the Energizer is
working satisfactorily. When the battery needs recharging it flashes red and
the pulse interval is extended to conserve battery energy. When the battery
is flat, the Energizer will stop and the light will be red constantly
 Battery not included.
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Km Fence: 8-60km
Size of property: Up to 300 acres
Stored Energy: 16 Joules

B700

Energizer (#39500)
Solar 2 Package (#39547) Solar 3 Package (#39548)
FEATURES:
 Switch to select high and low power settings
 When battery voltage drops to approximately 11.5 volts, unit slows to half
speed to conserve power
 Flexible pulse settings for longer battery life
 When the battery needs recharging the indicator light flashes red and the
pulse interval is extended to conserve battery energy. When the battery is
flat the Energizer will stop and the light will be red constantly
 Neon fence indicator light flashes with each pulse at approximately 3kV and
above and will indicate fence condition; if the fence is overloaded the
indicator will either flash intermittently or not at all
 Battery not included.
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Km Fence: 5-40km
Size of property: Up to 120 acres
Stored Energy: 7 Joules

www.gallagher.ca
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Permanent/Portable Fence Solutions
For any size farm up to 75 Acres

Quickscan Voltage Bar Graph
Gives you an indication of how your
Energizer is peforming plus will
indicate battery voltage

Rotary Dial
Easy to use 3 or 5 position rotary
dial to change Energizer operating
functions

Terminals
Large split bolt terminals with wire
guide for simple and clean wire installation

B280

B180

Energizer (#36651) Solar Package (#36655)

Energizer (#36451) Solar Package (#36455)

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Km Fence: 2-35km

Km Fence: 1-25km

Size of property: Up to 75 acres

Size of property: Up to 40 acres

Stored Energy: 2.8 Joules

Stored Energy: 1.8 Joules

B80

DIMENSIONS
205mm

Energizer (#36251) Solar Package (#36255)
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Km Fence: 1-12km
Size of property: Up to 20 acres
Stored Energy: 0.8 Joules

20
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160mm

Battery Energizer Features
(B80 B180 B280)

The NEW PowerPlus Battery Energizer range from Gallagher features a
convenient rotary dial for controlling Energizer operation, with extremely
efficient battery saving operating modes.
BATTERY CHECK
The battery charge level is displayed on the bar graph. The
number of LEDs illuminated provides an indication of remaining
battery capacity.
OFF
When the dial is in the vertical position the Energizer is off.

FULL POWER
The Energizer operates at full power.

HALF POWER
The Energizer operates at half power at the regular pulse rate.
Half Power will extend the life of the battery by 100%. Suitable
for well trained animals and little vegetation. (Not on B80).

NIGHT SAVE
The Energizer automatically adjusts to a slower pulse rate as
night approaches using light level detection. Night save will
extend the life of the battery by 50%. Suitable for animals less
active at night. (Not included on B80).

Battery Energizer Handle

A convenient carry handle is provided
with B80, B180 and B280 PowerPlus
Battery Energizers. The quick clips on the
handle allow the unit to be hung from a
wire for portable use. The handle is made
from strong yet flexible plastic and clips
directly into the back of the Energizer.

www.gallagher.ca
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Permanent/Portable Fence Solutions
For any size farm up to 75 acres

Pulse Mode Dial

Power Mode Dial

Normal pulse, day save, night save

Full and half power options to suit

and slow pulse modes are designed

your fence requirements

to maximize battery life

PowerBox
Energizers

FEATURES:
 Adjustable battery-save options extend battery life
 Carry handle for easy transportation
 Enclosure to contain battery
 Battery - 12 volt rechargeable (battery not included).

B300

Energizer (#39441) Solar Package (#39445)

B200

B100

Energizer (#39341) Solar Package (#39345)

Energizer (#39241) Solar Package (#39245)

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Km Fence: 2-30km

Km Fence: 1-20km

Km Fence: 1-12km

Size of property: Up to 75 acres

Size of property: Up to 40 acres

Size of property: Up to 20 acres

Stored Energy: 2.6 Joules

Stored Energy: 1.45 Joules

Stored Energy: 0.8 Joules

S17

Energizer (#34440)
FEATURES:

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

 Designed to operate outdoors for three season
use (not in snow)

Km Fence: 1km

 Fully self sufficient using solar power to charge
an internal battery
 Automatically runs in night save mode where
the pulse rate is lengthened, extending battery
life
 Can be mounted on a wall, on a wooden post,
on a T-post or can sit on the ground.

.
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Stored Energy: 0.17 Joules

Portable Fence Solutions
For any size farm up to 1 km

B11

Energizer (#35340/#35341 with stand)

FEATURES:
 Ideal for strip grazing and protecting gardens from
small animals
 Stand optional for secure operation
 12V or 6 D size batteries.
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Km Fence: 1km
Stored Energy: 0.11 Joules

Adjustable battery-save
options extend battery life

B11 on a stand
Makes installation
simple and
convenient

B10

Energizer (#36340)
FEATURES:
 For portable fencing up to 1 km (3/5 mile)
 Fully modular
 Ideal for strip grazing and protecting gardens from small
animals
 Clips on to Gallagher Polywire, Polytape or galvanized wire
 Batteries: 6 Super Heavy Duty Long Life D Cell. Battery
life: up to 3 months with the latest generation alkaline
batteries
 Built-in fence pulse indicator light flashes at each pulse
 Pulse rate slows to conserve battery life as batteries run
down
 Can be used with external 12 volt battery using B10 12V
Battery Adaptor Kit.
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Km Fence: 1km
Stored Energy: 0.08 Joules

www.gallagher.ca
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Fence Management Tools

Smartfix
Tester (#50900)

Digital Volt Meter
Tester (#50331)

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

 Volt meter, current meter and fault
finder in one

 Tool for monitoring fence voltage and
helping to trace fence line faults

 Saves hours checking fence lines for
faults

 Auto ON/OFF  activated when fence
pulse is detected

 Auto ON/OFF  activated when fence
pulse is detected

 Water resistant.

 Waterproof and impact resistant case.

Livelite

Neon Tester

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

 Tells you in a flash if your fence is
operating

 Simple tool for testing whether there
is sufficient power on the fence.

Tester (#50500)

 Flashes with each pulse over 3kV and
every other pulse between 1kV and
3kV.

Floodgate Controller
Tester (#60400)

FEATURES:
 Maintains power on the fence during
flooding.

.
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Tester (#50100)

Fence Management Tools

Adjustable Lightning
Diverter
(#64800)

FEATURES:
 Helps protect Energizer and fence line from
lightning damage.

Cut Out Switch
Tester (#60870)
FEATURES:
 Use to turn off a section of fence for
maintenance, fault finding and stock movement
 Weatherproof and dirt resistant.

High Performance
Cut Out Switch
(#60760 & #60762 )

FEATURES:
 Use to turn off a section of fence for maintenance,
fault finding and stock movement
 Weatherproof and dirt resistant
 Terminal cover to prevent shocks: write on cover
to identify the controlled fence.

www.gallagher.ca
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Electric Fence
Components
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Insultimber
The self-insulated timber for Permanent Power Fence Systems
 Insultimber is milled from Ironbark logs (Eucalyptus species) from the State forests in Australia. These species of Ironbark do not
grow in rainforest areas but in dry woodland forests. The ironbark logs supplied to the Insultimber mill are obtained from a selective
harvesting operation which removes only the old trees, leaving young trees to re-generate.
 Insultimber does not require insulation. It is self-insulating because it is so dense that it will not absorb water. It is extremely strong
and durable and is so hard you cannot drive an ordinary nail or staple into it.
Features of Insultimber
 Gallagher Group Ltd guarantee that the resistance between two wires attached as recommended by Gallagher Group Ltd to an
Insultimber post or dropper, will exceed 100,000 ohms for a period of 10 years after installation. Gallagher will replace any faulty
product returned.
 Extremely durable - bridges and fences built from the material in Australia in the 1800s are still standing
 Up to 70% more cost effective than conventional (non-electric) fencing
 No insulators required
 An environmentally responsible fence choice
 Insultimber has no chemical treatment
 Pre-drilled for wire locations
 Resistant to most grass fires
 Easy to erect
 Use for a 3 or 36 high permanent fence with 1 to 6 strands of Power Wire
 Fence wires are attached with preformed clips
 Resistant to most grass fires
 10 year insulation guarantee

Wooden Post Insulators
Insultimber Post (#76000)
Spaced further apart than conventional posts - 75' with two droppers
 Post is 1.5" x 1.5" x 60" long (38 mm x 38 mm x 1520 mm)
 Predrilled holes at convenient wire locations
 Pointed at one end for easy driving
 10 year insulation guarantee.

Insultimber Droppers (#76100 & #76700)








Droppers between posts keep Power Wires properly spaced
Short dropper: 1.5" x 1" x 37.5" (#76100)
Long dropper: 1.5" x 1" x 43.5" (#76700)
Droppers are milled with a flat end for resting on ground
Fence must have at least 3 wires to support Droppers
Predrilled holes to match holes in post
10 year insulation guarantee.

Post Clip (#70400)





For fast installation of Power Wire to Insultimber Posts
Soft galvanized wire for long life and protection of Power Wire
Will not come loose with snow load
1 year guarantee.

Dropper Clip (#70200)
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For fast installation of Power Wire to Insultimber Droppers
Soft galvanized wire for long life and protection of Power Wire
Will not come loose with snow load
Fasten clip with wire twisting tool.
1 year guarantee.
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Insulators
Corner Insulators

We build our insulators from the highest quality
materials designed to last a long time. The plastic
insulators are made from UV stabilized polymers
for sun resistance, toughness and durability. The
porcelain insulators are fire-resistant and ideal
for high fire-risk areas. Gallagher insulators
feature long leakage paths and protective shields
to achieve optimum performance from today's
high power Energizers. All metal components

Super Strain Insulator
(#67812,#67814)

Type S Insulator
(#67704,#67702)





are heavily galvanized steel, aluminum, or


stainless steel for long life.



Turbo Strain Insulator
(#67912,#67914)

Polytube Insulator
(#61413)





Designed for use only with Turbo
EquiBraid and Turbo EquiRope



Made of flexible, strong, UV
stabilized plastic for strength and
long life.




Made from super strength, UV
resistant polycarbonate to
withstand high tensions
Suitable for long strains of
permanent fence
10 year guarantee.

Made from super strength,
UV resistant polycarbonate to
withstand high tensions
Suitable for long strains of
permanent fence
10 year guarantee.

Porcelain Reel Insulator
(#67403)



Fire resistant, high quality
porcelain
15 year guarantee.




Suitable for fences with little
stock pressure, e.g. dairy
For short strains and semipermanent fences
1 year guarantee.

Turbo Horse Tape Corner Insulator
(#67002,#67012)





Designed for corner strain insulation
Soft rubber faces to lock tape and prevent
wear
Use #67090 end strain plates to convert
to end strain insulator
Available in black and white.

Offset Insulators
Rejuvenate existing fences and extend the life of new fences. Easy to install - simply attach offset brackets and an electrified wire on
one or both sides of the fence. Ideal for running leadout power to fences.

Offset Bracket with Plastic
Pinlock Insulator



300mm (12) (#65903, #65905)
Wire mounted.

Offset Bracket with Porcelain
Insulator




300mm (12) (#66405)
Wire mounted.

Aussie Pigtail T-Post Offset
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220mm (7) (#66102)
Easily bolts to steel T-Posts even with
existing fence in place
Can be attached on either side of the
fence
Works with all types of Gallagher wire,
rope, braid or tape.

Drive In Offset Bracket with
Plastic Pinlock Insulator



300mm (12) (#66203,#66205)
Wooden post mounted.

Pigtail Offset - SideFix





175mm (7) (#66021)
400mm (16) (#66011)
Wooden post mounted
Works with all types of Gallagher wire,
rope or braid.

Wood Post Insulators

Wood Post Insulator
(#67304,#67314)

Heavy Duty Wood
Post Insulator (#67224)

PowerLock Insulator
(#69004)

Pinlock Wood Post Insulator
(#68704,#68714)















Superior strength
Large heavy duty shield eliminates
power leakage
Increased clearance from wire to
post reduces the risk of arcing
Available in black or white
10 year guarantee.



Same features as #67304
Made from a high specification
UV resistant, polyethylene
plastic for extra long life
15 year guarantee.

Super W Wood Post
Insulator (#67604,#67614)

Screw-in Ring Insulator
(#66602,#66604)








Specifically designed for Gallagher
EquiFence, Turbo Equi Rope and
Turbo EquiBraid
Available in black or white
10 year guarantee.



Angled slot allows quick securing
of wire
Simply screw into wood.






Unique latch enables easy
installation/removal of wires
Innovative tab lock design
minimizes accidental release
of wire
Available in black or white
10 year guarantee.





Pinlock design for easy
installation/removal of wires
Double shield eliminates power
leakage
Available in black or white
10 year guarantee.

Horse Tape Insulator
(#66910,#66913)



Designed specifically for tape up to
40mm wide
Soft rubber faces to lock tape and
prevent wear. (#66904 only)

Steel Post Insulators

T Post Insulator
(#68513)

Double Pinlock T-Post
(#68603,#68604)









Designed to fit over all common
steel posts
Front latch can house 40mm and
12.5mm tapes, Equifence and any
wire product up to 8mm
W insulator on top can take any
wire product up to 8mm.
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Fits securely through hole in T-Post
and locks with solid pin
High strength, UV resistant black
plastic for long life
Suitable for most steel T-Posts.

White Screw-on Rod Insulator
(#65513,#65514)

Black Screw-on Rod Insulator
(#65604)



Suitable for portable fences with
round steel or fiberglass posts ¼
 5/8 diameter



Suitable for portable fences with round
steel or fiberglass posts



10 year guarantee.



Fits posts 1/8  3/8 diameter



Unique open back design for easy
installation.
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Cable and Wire
Gallagher have a range of long life, highly conductive wire and underground cable for all permanent fencing systems. Use the table
below to select the best wire and cable products for your specific applications.

CROSS
SECTION

Cable

PRODUCT

XL High Conductive
Leadout 2.7mm
(#62793, #62794,
#62796)

SIDE ON IMAGE

IMAGE

DESCRIPTION

 Ideal for long distances
underground or through
buildings, or where there are
numerous gateways in the
leadout system

VOLTAGE AT
RESISTANCE BEGINNING
(Ohms/km) OF FENCE*

5km
FENCE*

10km
FENCE*

11.5

8000V

7200V 6500V

 Three times the conductivity of
2.5mm (12.5g) galvanized wire.

Heavy Duty Lead Out
Cable 2.5mm
(#62701, #62702,
#62703)

 Ideal for standard leadouts and
undergate cabling.

35

8000V

5900V 4700V

Double Insulated
1.6mm (#60902)

 Ideal for lower powered Energizers.

100

8000V

4000V 2667V

35

8000V

5900V 4700V

 The safe, effective fence wire for
horses

Conductive
EquiFence
(#91200)

 Highly visible to help prevent animal
entanglement
 High stress crack resistant pipe
grade polyethylene ensures long life
 Steel core provides effective power
transmission with minimum voltage
drop

Wire

 Unique electrically conductive
polymer ensures power is effectively
maintained along the fence line.

Non Conductive
EquiFence
(#91000)

 Tough visible ¼ thick white

cable with high tensile steel core
for strength

-

-

-

-

 Easily staple to posts or threads

through holes in posts.

Power Wire
(#90102)

Aluminium XL Power
Wire (#93100)

 2.5mm high tensile class 3
galvanized wire

35

8000V

5925V 4705V

10.3

8000V

7252V 6633V

 Easy handling for power fence.

 Wire carry lifetime guarantee
against rust.

*Voltage estimates are for comparative purposes for one set of conditions only.
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Gates

White Spring Gate (#64010)



White spring for maximum visibility
Suitable for gateways 3m to 5m in width.

Spring Gate
(#64000)

Electric Gate Kit
(#64110)







50mm diameter spring, galvanized to
ensure long life
Suitable for gateways 3m to 5m in width.



Do-it-yourself kit with all the components
for making your own electric gate
Just add Turbo Horse Tape, Turbo
EquiBraid or Turbo EquiRope.

Bungy Gate 3.5 -7m (#64050)
5.5 -11m (#64051)

Gate Latch with Gravity Ring
(#20100)

Gate Latch with Spring Ring
(#20300)













Shock cord is made from quality UV
stabilized synthetic rubber for longer life
Six stainless steel strands for maximum
electrification
High visibility shock cord can be stretched
to twice its size.

Econohandle
(#68910)




Handle manufactured with UV
stabilized plastic
Galvanized high tensile spring and
hook
Large shields for added protection.

3 Way Gate Anchor
(#64912)





Three anchor points for multi
paddock situations
Non-rust galvanized plate bolts to
wooden post insulator providing
maximum strength
Power connects to bolt below plate.
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High quality electro galvanizing corrosion
protection
Designed for convenient one-handed use
Adaptable to metal or wood gates.

Insulated Gate Handle
(#63930)




Handle manufactured with UV
stabilized plastic
Hook is flat for maximum electrical
contact
Large shields for added protection.

Gate Anchor
(#64610)



Robust insulator screws directly into
wooden post
Non-rust galvanized plate to ensure
long life.



High quality electro galvanizing corrosion
protection
Designed for convenient one-handed use
Adaptable to metal or wood gates.

Compression Spring Gate Handle
(#62952)




Handle manufactured with UV stabilized
plastic
Compression spring will not over stretch
under tension - ideal for tape gates
Large shields for added protection.

12.5mm Tape Joiner
(#62392)



Designed to easily join 12.5mm tapes
Provides excellent mechanical and
electrical connection.

40mm Tape Joiner
(#65203)



Designed to easily join 40mm tapes
Provides excellent mechanical and
electrical connection.
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Fencing Tools

Electric Fence Pliers
(#52200)

Centre Cut Wire Cutters
(#52400)





Specifically designed for cutting high tensile wire
with minimum wire damage.



Ideal for cutting power wire and aluminum XL
power wire
Hardened jaw blades made from a special alloy.

Permanent Fence Tightener Handle
(#64400)

Ratchet Tightener Handle
(#69530)





For use with Permanent Fence Tighteners #64304.

Insultimber Post Cap
(#53000)


For protecting Insultimber Post (#76000)
while being driven.

Wire Twisting Tool (#52300)



A practical tool for installing Insultimber
Dropper Clips
Galvanized, small and lightweight.
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Self ratcheting, spring loaded handle to fit Ratchet
Fence Tighteners #69504.

Rigid Wire Dispenser
(#52900)
 Essential for unrolling Power Wire or EquiFence wire
 Strong powder-coated welded steel construction
 Holds up to 100 lb coil of wire.

Insultimber Post Driver
(#53100)


Designed to drive post to correct depths with out
damaging posts.

Rapid Tightener Handle (#64500)



For use with Rapid Fence Tightener (#64304)
One-way bearing for simple wire tensioning.

Screw in Tie Down Handle (#61501)


Installation handle for Screw - In Tie Downs.

Permanent Fence Accessories

Warning Sign
(#60230)




For use on boundaries and where
fence is next to public areas
Legal requirement to display a
warning sign at frequent intervals
where public have access to the
fence.

Permanent Fence Tightener
(#64302,#64304)

Ratchet Fence Tightener
(#69504)

Permanent Tension Spring
(#62500)













A permanent tool to tighten wire
and maintain proper fence tension
Can be used with all Gallagher
wires, ropes and braids
No need to cut wire: simply slip
tightener over wire and turn
Use Permanent Wire Tightener
Handle or Rapid Tightener Handle
to tighten or slack off fence
10 year guarantee.





Wire can be threaded through
strainer instead of tying an extra
knot
Galvanized frame for rust resistance
and tapered spool design for easy
wire alignment
Use the Ratchet Tightener Handle
to tighten.




Helps prevent corner posts from
being shifted by heavy snow load
Maintains wire tension from season
to season
Heavy galvanized for corrosion
resistance and long life.

Screw in Tie Down
(Galvanized) (#61500)


For anchoring fence post down in
hollows.

Grounding and Connecting

L-Style Joint Clamp
(#60303,#60308)





Essential for good electrical
connections to maintain maximum
conductivity
Galvanized for durability and long
life
Suitable on wires up to 4mm
(8 gauge).

Kiwitah Ground Stake Kit
(#87901)


Use to ground Energizers, Lightning
Diverters and live-ground fences



Contains three 7 long Kiwitah
Ground Stakes, 3 Ground Clamps.
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Claw Joint Clamp
(#60325)





Essential for good electrical
connections to maintain maximum
conductivity
Suitable on wires up to 4mm
(8 gauge)
Galvanized for durability and long
life.

Bolt Style Joint Clamp
(#60353)

Flexible Connector
(#60500)









Galvanized Ground Clamp
(#87600,#87601)


Clamp fits Gallagher Kiwitah
Ground Stake, galvanized angle
iron and galvanized pipe.

Essential for good electrical
connections to maintain maximum
conductivity
Galvanized for durability and long
life
Works best on Gate Anchors and
Tape Joiners
Suitable on wires up to 4mm
(8 gauge).



Use to connect or disconnect the
bottom wire of a Power Fence
Disconnect when grass is high or if
you wish stock to graze grass under
the fence.

Vine Line Connector (#61003)

Mini Ground Stake (#87800)





Simply wrap half of Vine-Line
around each wire, provides
excellent physical and electrical
connection.

600mm (2) galvanized ground
stake for B10, B11 or S17
Energizers.
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Reels

Heavy Duty Gearbox

2.7:1 Gear ratio for easy winding

Shatter-Proof Reel
Lock

Large Hand Grip
For comfortable use

Wire Guide
The Gallagher Geared Reel Wire Guide ensures tangle free operation. It is very robust yet flexible enough to
withstand the impacts of the farming environment. The Wire Guide is made from wear and abrasion resistant nylon
to ensure that the life of the product is prolonged.

Large Geared Reel
(#63150)





800m (2624) Turbo Wire or 400m
Turbo Tape (1312) capacity
Comes with Insul-grip
Lightweight and strong
Large hand grip for comfortable use.

Medium Geared Reel
(#61150)
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400m (1312) Turbo Wire, 200m
(656) Turbo Tape capacity
Heavy duty gear box with 2.7 : 1
gear ratio for easy winding
Large hand grip for comfortable use
Comes with Insul-grip and wire
guide
Lightweight and strong
Pre-wound options available:
- 400m white TurboWire (#61156)
- 400m orange TurboWire (#61160)
- 200m TurboPlus Tape (#61158)

Medium Reel
(#61100)

Econoreel
(#61600)









400m (1312) Turbo Wire, 200m (656)
Turbo Tape capacity
Comes with Insul-grip
Lightweight and strong
Large hand grip for comfortable use.




400m (1312) Turbo Wire, 200m
(656) Turbo Tape capacity
Lightweight and strong
Pre-wound options available:
- 500m white Polywire (#61601)
- 200m white Poly Tape (#61602)

Portable Fencing

Tumblewheel (#63800)
 Ideal for strip grazing beef or dairy cattle
 Can be used on flat or undulating contour and on very hard or frozen ground
 Polycarbonate and aluminum for light weight with no corrosion.

Multi Reel Lead
Connector
(#63450)

Single Reel Lead
Connector
(#63400)

Insul-Grip Handle
(#60632)


Reel Stand 1100mm (1-3 reels)
(#63300)



Insulated hook for quick and secure
attachment of portable power fences.

Galvanized for corrosion resistance and long life
Includes chain for post attachments.

Portable Posts
Pigtail Treadins
 Standard 0.85m (33") (#64213) A
tall 1.5m (58) (#64223) B
(Heights from foot)

1.5m

Steel Multiwire Treadin
 0.87m (34 1/2") (#64253) C
(Height from foot)

1m

Fiberglass Rod (#81830) D
 Sticks into round bales for winter 3/8 x 59
0.5m

A

B

C

D
0m

www.gallagher.ca
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Tapes, Wires and Braids
There are 6 different types of tape, wire and braid in the Gallagher range, and there are three criteria for determining
performance;
 Conductivity (resistance): how much power the product delivers and how far
 Durability: how the product stands up to wear and tear under varying environmental conditions
 Design: how the product performs long term - e.g. if a strand is broken, is it re-powered further along the fence?
Stripes:
The TurboPlus range of products are striped for greater visibility. Stripes are
also proven to be effective in deterring stock and are used within TurboPlus
products to help prevent animals challenging the fence line.

Interconnect:
The exclusive interconnect feature of TurboPlus and Turbo tapes prevents
power loss if a metal strand breaks. The interconnect wire regularly links all
conducting strands together, in doing so, bypassing broken wires.

Mixed Metals:
The TurboPlus and Turbo range have a mix of stainless steel and copper strands
for an effective balance between maximum conductivity and long life.
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Performance Chart







TurboPlus Tape: ½, 12.5mm
Suitable for portable fencing

(#62364, #62366)

Turbo

STRIPES*

TurboPlus

INTERCONNECT*

PRODUCT

MIXED
METALS*

Use the performance chart below to find the product best suited for your fencing needs.

VOLTAGE AT
BEGINNING OF
FENCE

RESISTANCE
(Ohms/km)

500m
FENCE

1km
FENCE

8000V

150

7000V

6100V

8000V

130

7000V

6300V

Turbo Wire:

Suitable for portable fencing

White (#62054, #62056)
Orange (#62066)
Turbo Tape: ½,12.5mm

Suitable for portable fencing







8000V

250

6400V

5300V





8000V

145

6400V

5400V



8000V

190

6700V

5800V

140

7000V

6200V

(#62354)

Turbo Horse Tape:
1.5, 40mm
Suitable for permanent
fencing (#62454)

Turbo EquiRope
Suitable for permanent fencing
(#62254, #62257)

Turbo EquiBraid
Suitable for permanent
fencing (#62174, #62176)

Poly
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8000V

Polywire:
Suitable for portable fencing
(#62004, #62007)

8000V

6000

1100V

600V

Poly Tape: ½,12.5mm
Suitable for portable
fencing (#62304)

8000V

8500

840V

450V
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Weighing and EID
Why weigh?
The regular weighing of live animals is vital to increased productivity and farm profitability.
Well-informed management decisions come from animal weight data that is easily
obtained and accurate. The Gallagher range of superior live animal weighers allows
farmers to:
 Measure feed conversion by monitoring weight gain over time to maximize yield
 Monitor animal health
 Confirm animal weights prior to mating
 Determine weaning weights
 Select animals by weight for sale and slaughter
 Evaluate breeding performance for genetic selection.
EID compatible weigh scales now enable individual animal weight management for improved
animal performance.
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How Electronic Identification (EID) improves farm performance

1. Animal with ear tag

+

+
PANEL READER

3. Make business decisions
based on analysed data

WEIGH SCALE

 Cull

HOME / OFFICE PC

2. Read, measure, collect
and process data

 Vet treatment
 Health
 Max yield
ANIMAL DATA

 Breeding / Genetics
 Develop feed strategy

What are the benefits of EID?
Easy identification of individual animals

Full integration with other databases

 Livestock inventory is much improved. All types of stock that
carry an EID tag can be quickly identified and held on a software
program. Numbers of stock on hand can be quickly verified.

 EID systems are designed to integrate with other databases. This
enables information to be quickly transmitted to other agencies.

Fast access to accurate information

 EID is well suited to stud breeders and genetic breeders. Huge
quantities of information can be stored and linked to each
individual animal enabling accurate record keeping.

 The integration of EID readers with peripheral devices like weigh
scales and computer programmes enables critical information
on each and every animal to be quickly accessed and amended
or confirmed.
Automated sorting
 EID devices have the ability to facilitate automatic sorting,
provided that an auto sorter is purchased. This speeds up the
process and creates a safe working environment to enable
accurate sorting to be done based on weight, species or other
criteria.
Reduced paperwork

Accurate record keeping for breeding

Monitor animal health risks
 EID assists in reducing the risk of large scale disease outbreaks
and will assist in the fight against TB, B.S.E and other agricultural
impacts.
Full traceability for consumers
 EID will enable full traceability from pasture to plate. This will
mean that current consumer demand for total traceability of a
food source can be achieved.

 Exact numbers and their individual traits or sorting needs can
be completed without the use of traditional notebooks.

www.gallagher.ca
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Weigh Indicators
A Gallagher SmartScale provides todays performance conscious producer with an innovative weighing
system that is not only tough and reliable, but also very simple to use.

Display Screen

Large, easy to read display screen.

Internal Battery
Internal rechargeable battery with charge
indicator and low voltage shutdown.

Large Push Buttons

Graphics Screen

 Manual weigh button
 Zero
 Delete last weight.

Full graphics screen for display of weighing
statistics and individual animal data.

Rotary Switch

Clam Shell Design

Large, easy to use rotary switch

Tough, shock and waterproof case. For

providing easy access to multiple

operation in yard or on your desk.

weighing modes.

Provides extra protection and easy
carrying

Keyboard

Choose your keyboard option for
data entry.

Indicator (#01740)

700

(pictured above)

Advanced EID compatible weigh data collector

Indicator (#01040)

200

Entry level automatic weigh scale

FEATURES INCLUDE:

FEATURES INCLUDE:

 MyScale software for computers allows for easy download of records from, and
upload of records to, the indicator

 Large easy to read display

 Direct interface to EID reader and automated sorting

 Tough shock and water proof case

 Animal notes stored with each weighing record

 Internal rechargeable battery with charge indicator and low
voltage shutdown

 Assigns visual tag number against EID tag number
 Select weight gain, graphical displays and other options on large graphics
screen
 Sort animals by EID number
 Sorting statistics displayed while weighing for animal audit
 Sort up to 9 ways by EID number or weight
 Hands free entry and storage of EID tags when animals are first scanned
 Sorting category stored with animal record for later computer analysis.
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 Simple to use with large rotary selector knob

 Locks on animals' weight regardless of movement.

Loadbars
Alleyway Loadbars
(#06000)

FEATURES:
 2000kg weighing capacity in
600mm length
 Tough rugged steel loadbars
 Bottom feet mounting holes extend
beyond top covers for ease of
bolting down
 Slotted top mounting holes fit all
sizes of platforms and crushes

 6 metre long, tough polyurethane
loadbar cables
 Fitted with high quality, moisture
proof connectors
 Fully waterproof
 No rubber mounts.

Heavy Duty Loadbars
(#06300)

FEATURES:
 3500kg weighing capacity in
1000mm length
 High capacity loadcells are able to
withstand large shock loads
 Heavy steel chassis construction to
withstand the harshest
environments
 Ideal for permanent installation
under large crushes

 Bottom feet mounting holes extend
beyond top covers for ease of
bolting down
 6 metre long, tough polyurethane
loadbar cables
 Fitted with high quality, moisture
proof connectors
 Fully waterproof
 No rubber mounts.

Super Heavy Duty Loadbars
(#06400)

FEATURES:
 4500kg weighing capacity in
1000mm length
 High capacity loadcells are able to
withstand large shock loads
 Heavy steel chassis construction to
withstand the harshest
environments
 Ideal for permanent installation
under the largest crushes
 Bottom feet mounting holes extend






beyond top covers for ease of
bolting down
6 metre long, tough polyurethane
loadbar cables
Fitted with high quality, moisture
proof connectors
Fully waterproof
No rubber mounts.

Weigh Accessories
Aluminum Alleyway Platform

Hanging S Loadcell

FEATURES:
 A lightweight high strength
cattle platform designed to fit
Gallagher Alleyway loadbars

FEATURES:

(#05800)

(#05501)

 Replaces mechanical scale for hanging crates
 500kg capacity.

 Able to carry up to 1500kg
and weighing only 25kg, the
platform combines strength
and portability to reduce the
time and hassle involved in
weighing sessions.
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Electronic Identification Readers
Electronic Identification (EID) provides you with accessible, accurate information on your
individual animals, giving you the ability to make better, more informed farm management
decisions. An EID reader is a critical part of your EID system. The reader captures and stores
the unique tag number of the individual animals as they are weighed, treated, or identified
in a yard or chute. Gallagher offers both portable and permanent EID reader solutions.
Portable
A portable handheld EID wand reader is a low cost, manual reading option that works by holding the reader near the animal's
ear and pressing a button. For portable applications, or as a low cost option, choose one of our hand held 'stick' readers
with internal memory and full compatibility with Gallagher EID capable scale indicators.

Permanent
A permanent EID panel reader is fixed in place for hands free reading of EID tags in a specific area. Our panel readers are
the best choice for animal identification at a fixed location such as in a weighing crate or at a location in a chute.
The Gallagher SmartReader range incorporates the latest electronics technology, is fully ISO compliant and capable of reading
both HDX and FDX tags. The SmartReader BR series models have an internal rechargeable battery and a large tag memory.
They can be used with either the 600mm panel or 1300mm panel and are fully compatible with Gallagher EID compatible
SmartScales. The 1300mm panel is designed for walk past identification of cattle, while the 600mm panel is suitable for
reading sheep or constrained cattle.
For more information about Electronic Identification Readers call Gallagher at 1-800-265-3150.

Tag Counter
EID tag counter with reset function

Battery
Internal rechargeable battery with
charge indicator

Rotary Switch
Easy to use rotary switch with Off, On and

Volume
Easy to adjust beeper volume

Save ID to memory operating mode

Electronics Controller
Removable electronics controller for security,
convenient charging, and memory download

Reinforced slots for easy installation

Panel
Fully enclosed one piece panel
designed for long life. 600mm
and 1300mm versions available

(
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BR Series

(pictured left)

BR600 (#03101) BR1300 (#03102)
FEATURES:

 Battery powered panel reader for livestock identification
 Half duplex and full duplex ISO compliant
 Internal rechargeable battery
 Easy to read battery charge indicator
 Internal memory stores 20,000 tags
 No antenna tuning required
 Tag counter display screen records animals scanned
 Download stored records to the computer
 Move one Electronic Controller from one antenna to another
 Use with 600mm or 1300mm panel
 2 year warranty.

1300mm and 600m panel
(#03112) (#03121)

FEATURES:
 Suitable for all walk past identification applications
(1300mm Panel)
 Suitable for sheep and cattle in crate (600mm panel)
 Half duplex and full duplex ISO compliant panel
 Waterproof antenna panel (patent pending)
 Mounting hardware supplied
 2 year warranty.

Yellow Allflex Stick Reader

(#03100)

FEATURES:
 Cordless with internal battery
 LCD display shows counter and RFID
number
 Standard package includes - Scanner, 1
battery, 24v trickle charger, NLIS link
program, battery back up cable,
removeable curly serial cable.

Stick Reader

(#03000)

FEATURES:
 Ideal cost-effective entry level tag reader solution
 Plug directly into your scale
 Powered through your scale battery
 Portable for flexible use at different sites
 Robust and simple to use
 Capture tag numbers from animals at any stage along
the race
 ISO compliant.
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Whilst every effort has been made to ensure accuracy, neither Gallagher Group Ltd nor any employee of the company, shall be liable on any ground whatsoever to any party in respect

of decisions or actions they may make as a result of using this information. Gallagher reserves the right to make changes without notice to any product specification to improve reliability,

function or design. E & OE. Gallagher and Power Fence are registered trademarks of Gallagher Group Ltd. Printed in New Zealand.
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At Gallagher we understand the demands of modern
day farming  its our business to. In fact, we have
been delivering reliable, quality fencing systems for
over 65 years. The combination of smart thinking
and innovative technology is at the heart of every
Gallagher product  proven technological advances
that make a real difference to the effective
management of your farm. Gallagher Animal
Management Systems, delivering farming solutions
you can trust.
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